
AU Libraries Faculty Meeting 
September 18, 2013 
 
Present: S. Crandall, E. Bahr, B. Sullivan, M. Smith, J. Hosford, B. Crowell, E. Sclippa, F. Wan, L. 
McFadden; Special Guest: Provost R. Stephens 
 
Provost Stephens was thanked for joining our meeting and best wishes were given to Fang since this was 
her last faculty meeting at Alfred. We wish her well in her new job and life in Rochester. 
 
The majority of the meeting was spent in discussion with the Provost. He offered his insight on Alfred 
since he’s arrived as well as outlined some of his thoughts and plans for the near future. One of first 
projects is to focus on the use of data to identify trends and provide an overall picture of the University. 
He requested that the libraries provide the basic data we generally collect for various reports. 
 
After the Provost left, Steve asked the librarians to review the latest iteration of the AU Libraries 
Strategic Plan and be ready to discuss it at the next joint meeting in October.  
 
The final agenda topic was to discuss use of LibAnalytics, a product from SpringShare that will allow us 
to capture and analyze various aspects of library data/statistics. Scholes is already planning to use it to 
collect information on library instruction sessions and reference interactions. After a short discussion, it 
was decided that Herrick would use it as well.  John volunteered to be the overall point person for the 
software and Brian volunteered to work with him to refine the one for reference. We will most likely use 
it for additional data sets but those are yet to be determined. The data we currently have in Google Docs 
for library instruction will be imported into LibAnalytics and John will investigate if we can also import 
statistics from LibAnswers. We will continue to discuss the product and its uses at future meetings. 
 
Minutes taken by, 
Laurie McFadden 


